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Abstract: Visual information like gesture and facial expres-
sion is important factor in human communication. Study on
the facial expression and impression pointed out that the be-
holder feels difference of the impression from subtle differ-
ence of the facial expression even as the same person. From
these results, we considered that it is possible to subdivide
the facial expression by human impression. In this paper, we
develop the Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) model that
discriminate tha favorability of facial expression. We focus
on the smile that it is one of the typical facial expressions.
The reason for choosing the smile from various facial expres-
sions, people easily identify the feature of smile among the
facial expressions. In general, smile is high recognition rate
in facial expression recognition. In this study, we deal the
2 classification problem that is divided into good smile class
and bad smile class. In addition, we analyze the face parts
that is required for discriminate the smile by CNN. We clar-
ify the important face parts for favorability of facial expres-
sion by performing the experiment. As a result, we obtained
the smile impression recognition rate of certain level perfor-
mance and this model estimate the good and bad smile by
eyes and mouth.
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1. Introduction
According to the Mehrabian’s rule[1], there are three ele-
ments for message transmission in human communication
such as language information, auditory information and vi-
sual information. In these elements, the visual information
occupies 55% for message transmission. This result suggest
that visual information is most important factor in the in-
terpersonal communication. Inoue et al.[2] described about,
smile is a good impression for beholders and they may feel
different impressions by open mouth smile and close mouth
smile. It is depend on their age or gender. Iguchi et al.[3]
and Sugawara et al.[4] described about the relation between
the impression and smile featuer that is shape and position of
the smile face parts. The paper concluded that the position
and shape of the smile parts influence the smile impression.
From these results, we considered that it is possible to subdi-
vide the facial expression by human impression. For example,
the smile is divided into good smile and bad smile by impres-
sion(Fig.1).

Recently, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) makes
top-class performance in image recognition field. For in-
stance, CNN achieved overwhelming accuracy in the big data
challenge of Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition Chal-

lenge(ILSVRC) 2012. As the reason that CNN achieved this
result, it is considered to extract features automatically. In this
paper, we discuss about the discrimination method for favor-
ability of facial expression using CNN. We focus on the smile
in this study, because smile is easily identified to machine and
people among the facial expressions.

We proposed the following discrimination method:
Step.1 :Prepare for collect the smile image.
Step.2 :Collect the smile image from face image group.
Step.3 :Give a score to smile image group.
Step.4 :Create the dataset of smile impression.
Step.5 :Training the CNN model using dataset of smile
impression.

In step 5, we implement the 2 classification problem to CNN
model and define the Good and Bad label. As another ex-
periment, we analyze the face parts that is required for dis-
criminate the smile by CNN. We carried out the experiment
to clarify the important face parts for favorability of facial ex-
pression.

Figure 1. Defined the Good and Bad smile.

2. Related work
Research of the facial expression recognition has the long
history and it is one of the typical image recognition prob-
lem. One of the facial expression recognition research us-
ing Deep Neural Network(DNN) by Nishime et al.[5], used
Auto-encoder and Denoising Auto-encoder. It was obtained
an emotion recognition rate about 68%. According to the
paper of Victor et al[6]., they applied Support Vector Ma-
chine(SVM) and CNN as the classifier system for facial ex-
pression recognition problem. In their paper, CNN achieved
recognition rate about 65% and this rate means about 6% im-
proved against SVM. But in their paper, they didn’t discuss
about the subtle difference of the same facial expressions such
as good smile and bad smile. Accordingly, we carried out the
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experiments of learning the subtle difference of the same fa-
cial expressions.

3. Proposed method
3.1 Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)

Artificial neural network is modeled on biological neuron in
the human brain and deep learning is constituted by further
stacking the previous neural network. CNN is one of the deep
learning that is modeled on visual cortex. Generally CNN is
composed of convolutional layer, pooling layer and fully con-
nected layer. Convolutional layer outputs the feature map by
filter processing to input image. Pooling layer compute the
local area of feature map and it provides a form of transla-
tion invariance. Unit of these layers are connected locally and
sparsely. Fully connected layer is located after several these
layers. In this study, we use the CNN network shown Fig.2 as
the CNN A and B. At the experiment, we use this CNN model
that it won the championship by ILSVRC2012[7].

Figure 2. Structure of the CNN network.

3.2 Proposed algorithm

We proposed following methods to training the CNN model
that can discriminate for favorability of smile as shown in
Fig.3. We proposed the method that is divided into 5 steps. In
step 1, labeled facial expression dataset is divided into smile
and other facial expressions, CNN A is trained the smile and
other facial expressions using the dataset. In step 2, the non
labeled data group is identified by CNN A and we obtain the
data that is estimated smile. In step 3, we take a survey to give
a score to smile face image data group that create with step 2.
In step 4, we define the high threshold and low threshold to
create the smile impression datasets. When score of smile
image is high threshold or more, smile image is assigned to
the Good label. When the score is low threshold or less, it
is assigned to the Bad label. In this way, we obtain the high
quality dataset that contains good impression and bad impres-
sion smile data. In step 5, training the CNN B that identifies
the good smile and bad smile, using dataset of step 4.

Step.1 :Training the CNN A that identifies smile and other
facial expressions.

Step.2 :Identify the non labeled data group to extraction
the smile face image by CNN A.

Step.3 :Give a five scale score by questionnaire to smile
face image data group that create with Step 2.

Step.4 :Create the labeled dataset kind of good smile and
bad smile by referring questionnaire score.

Step.5 :Training the CNN B that identifies the good smile
and bad smile, using dataset of step 4.

Figure 3. Details of the proposed method.

4. Experiment

4.1 Experiment Overview

We carried out an experiment to evaluate our proposed
method and to evaluate the performance of CNN B. We used
following dataset.

• The Japan Female Facial Expression Database(JAFFE)[8]
• Cohn-Kanade database(CK)[9]
• Montreal Set of Facial Displays of Emotion(MSFDE)[10]
• Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces Database(KDEF)[11]
• Happy People Images(HAPPEI)[12]

Table 1 shows the number of facial images included in each
datasets(JAFFE, CK, MSFDE and KDEF). These datasets is
used for learning of CNN A at step 1. In step2, we use non la-
beled data group that contains 7425 facial images. The ques-
tionnaire of Step 3 is 5 score evaluation and it is conducted
to 5 people(4 men and 1 woman). In step 4, we set the high
threshold to 4.3 and low threshold to 2.7. The smile impres-
sion datasets is divided into half. We use them as the training
data and the test data. In this experimant, we measure the
accuracy of the CNN B using 2 fold cross validation.

dataset hap sad sup ang dis fea neu total
JAFFE 40 34 41 26 39 8 25 213
CK 69 28 83 44 57 24 0 305
MSFDE 31 32 0 32 32 32 0 159
KDEF 138 130 134 134 133 136 129 934
total 278 224 258 236 261 200 154 1611

Table 1. The number of data set.
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4.2 Experimental results

In the result of step 1, CNN A achieved recognition rate of
98.33%. In the result of step 2, we could extracted 1052 smile
images from the non labeled data group. In the result of step
4, we obtained the smile impression datasets. The datasets
consists of 63 good label images, 80 bad label images and
reverse image of these images. All images of the datasets
total are 286 images. We show examples of the datasets in
Fig.4. In the result of step 5, CNN B achieved recognition
rate of 70.28% for discrimination of smile favorability. The
CNN B accuracy is shown in Fig.5. In Fig.5, row represents
the actual class and column represents the predicted class.

Figure 4. Examples of the smile impression evaluation
dataset.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of CNN B.

We evaluate the performance of CNN B using the evalu-
ation data group as shown in Fig.6. In Fig.6, the horizontal
axis represents the questionnaire score and the vertical axis
represents the number of images. The evaluation data group
is rest of step 4 that creates the smile impression datasets.

Figure 6. Recognition result of evaluation data group.

From Fig.6, when the questionnaire score of smile images are
3.6 point or less, there are more bad smile images than good
smile images. This trend is consistent with the sense of the
people. When the score of smile images are 3.7 point or more,
there are more good smile images than bad smile images. Es-
pecially, when score is 4.1 point, good smile is a large number
compared to the bad smile. From this result, CNN B discrim-
inate the good and bad smile to some extent.

As the other experiment, to confirm how CNN B discrimi-
nate the good and bad smile, we extract the feature produced
by fc8 layer of CNN B network(Fig.2). We collect the 50 im-
ages each for the good smiles and bat smiles, after that we
extract the feature from these images. In Fig.7 shows that two
dimensional plot of these features.

Figure 7. Two dimensional plot of feature amount of 100 im-
ages.

From Fig.7, Good smile images are gathered on the right side
and Bad smile images are gathered on the left side. From
these results, CNN B achieved the certain level performance
that discriminate the good and bad smile.

5. Analysis for features of the face parts
We carried out discriminate the hiding each part of
face(Fig.8): eyes, nose and mouth. We compared the original
recognition result and this experiment recognition result to
analyze which parts of the face affect recognition by CNN B.
We use dataset of Fig.7 recognition result(Good:57,Bad:43)
in this experiment. These recognition results are shown in
Fig.9,Fig.10 and Fig.11.

Figure 8. Example of hiding faces.
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Figure 9. Confusion matrix of hiding eyes.

Figure 10. Confusion matrix of hiding nose.

Figure 11. Confusion matrix of hiding mouth.

In the case of hiding eyes, 24 good images are misrecognized
as bad smile. That means by hiding eyes area makes to disap-
pear the important feature to discriminate the good smile. The
case of hiding nose, CNN B misrecognized the 20 images,
but this case is less prone to change the recognition rate com-
pared to the other cases. Thus, nose is not important feature
to discriminate the good and bad smile. In the case of hid-
ing mouth, more than half of bad images are misrecognized
as good smile. That means by hiding mouth area makes to
disappear the important feature to discriminate the bad smile.
From these results, recognition by CNN B is more affected by
eyes and mouth.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we performed discrimination for favorability of
smile using CNN. As a result of the experiment, we obtained
smile impression recognition rate of 70.28% and CNN B has
certain level of performance that discriminate the good and

bad smile. Recognition by CNN B is influenced by eyes and
mouth of smile. From these results, we conclude that it is
possible to discriminate for favorability of subtle human facial
expression using CNN.
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